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COMPANY PROFILE

Established in 1969, Camalig Bank has truly shaped the lives of

the Bicolano communities through its innovative products and

services that cater to their financial needs. Its growing network

has now expanded to 16 branches and 5 branch-lites

scattered throughout the region offering Banking access to

the unbanked sector.

Clients’ aspiration is shared by giving them financial assistance

with competitive rates and competent service while ensuring

that fiscal discipline is realized. Rooted in its vision and mission,

the Bank is now geared towards digitalization as its response

to the rapidly changing environment, opening a new door of

possibilities and convenience to the clients.

Despite the difficulties brought by the pandemic, Camalig

Bank has become more resilient in its operations to serve well

its clients in the new normal environment.
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OUR VISION

We will be the leading financial institution in the Bicol 

Region by focusing on the following:

Serving the underserved markets 

Building a robust and dynamic organization

Building efficient and reliable processes

Creating a wider reach

Achieving superior financial performance

Becoming a trusted rural banking partner

OUR MISSION

To be the trusted partner in providing innovative,

accessible, and wide reaching financial products and

services in the countryside.
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OUR CORE VALUES
RELATIONSHIP.  Connect Positively.

We are committed to serving our clients in a personalized manner that strengthens 

the foundation of a good relationship.  We value healthy and effective 

communication. Respecting the established connection with our clients does not 

end after serving them.  Listening to their pulse enables us to provide them with the 

best service all deserve. 

INTEGRITY.  Be worth of Trust and respect.

We assure that credibility and transparency are embodied in all our undertakings.  

These values remain firm as our oath to the clients’ public trust. We assure you that 

whatever we have to offer, it is always within the bounds of moral obligation to do 

business. 

SERVICE.  Go the extra mile.

We provide the best service to our clients through our products and services that 

attend to their financial needs. Most importantly, we value their feedback so we can 

improve our brand of service, elevate it above the competition and satisfy their 

financial needs. 

EXCELLENCE. Become better.

We ensure that the highest and superior standards are upheld in running the Bank 

efficiently. We go beyond mere compliance and continually challenge ourselves to 

improve and become the best in what we do. 

STEWARDSHIP. Create value and do our part.

We are committed to being passionate and accountable in all our actions and
decisions. We preserve the foundations laid by our predecessors through continually
uniting and strengthening the pillars of our core values embedded with the
institutional memory, an ode to our heritage.
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OUR STRATEGY
Our business model especially in this time of pandemic

is defined in our Resiliency Strategy Business Playbook

positioning on 4 Strategic Goals:

Financial Resilience

Repositioning, recalibrating, and quickly adapting to the
changing times thru thorough decision making for medium to
long term survival and position.

Operational Resilience

Achieving excellence by adopting the PPT Framework-
People, Process, and Tools.

Value Proposition

Strengthening client relationship by championing customer
satisfaction.

Business Integrity

Remaining faithful to our core values and governance

principles.
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Message from the

Chairman

When faced with adversities, resiliency is essential to brave and hasten

the pace of bouncing back. The invigorating start of 2020 was a strong

indication of a great year. Loan performance was at its best, projecting

a double-digit growth to the Bank’s portfolio. This high loan demand

was also a manifestation of the need to expand. Unfortunately, the

COVID-19 pandemic changed all the plans.

We had to recalibrate our strategies and create a resiliency strategic

map as our business continuity plan. With the government’s imposition of

community lockdowns, the Bank made sure that its financial ratios were

maintained as we braced for the impact of an economic recession.

To ensure the continued service to our clientele, the Bank implemented

strict health protocols to safeguard both the patrons and employees

against the virus.

Despite these challenging times, the Bank has successfully released new

loan products that are relevant to the new normal environment; solely

centered on financing technological needs and fund transfer systems.

As the Bank aspires to expand its reach to more untapped

communities/areas, it also recognizes the requirement to adapt to the

modern needs of clients. The much-awaited mobile application is in its

final stages of testing. All these adaptive measures are products of the

collective contribution of Camalig Bankers in which the growth mindset

plays its vital role.

Adapting to the ever-changing demands of the market, the Bank’s

tagline: “Let’s Redefine Banking!”, has been our guiding compass in this

difficult time.

To our clients, thank you for your continued trust. To the Camalig Bank

team, thank you for your dedication, commitment, and professionalism.

To the Shareholders, thank you for your confidence.
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MARTIN FAUSTINO B. MORALEDA, MD
Chairman



Message from the 
President 
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COVID-19 struck and disrupted 2020.
As we took the brunt of the
pandemic, being financial services
frontliners, we had to take full stock in
the way we work, and deliver our
products and services. We needed
to recalibrate our strategic map
towards our established goals.
Adaptation and resiliency are the key
elements to do Banking in the new
normal. Crafted by the Crisis
Management Team, the Resiliency
Playbook was created as our
response to oversee the Bank’s well-
being. The redesigned framework has
become our tool in getting things
done.

Strict health protocols have been
observed to curtail the spread of
COVID-19. As such, a workplace
guide has been implemented to
ensure everyone’s safety against the
virus.

Delivery of services had to be
tweaked so that these could be
adaptive. New products and services

were launched in response to the
needs of the clients. TeknoLOAN was
conceptualized to address the
requirements of both students and
professionals as they grappled with
online classes and work from home
arrangement. PowerLOAN was
offered to mitigate the power
outages caused by successive
typhoons that battered the region in
the last quarter of the year. AppLOAN
was crafted to cater to the demand
for home appliances and furniture.
Meanwhile, clients were given a
grace period extending their loan
amortizations under the BARO Acts (1
&2).

The difficulties of 2020 have also
hampered the digital transformation
of the Bank. However, despite the
delay in the completion of our mobile
application, digitalization has
remained a priority to facilitate
valuable financial services to our
valued clients. On the brighter side,
convenient and safe fund transfer
through Pesonet has now become
part of the Bank’s services.

Despite being tested by the low
blows of 2020, the Bank will continue
to grow and serve with renewed
strength, resilience, and energy
adapted to the challenging
environment.

I would like to thank the Board of
Directors for your guidance most
especially in these trying times. Your
judgment has enabled us to
gradually bounce back from the
economic effects of the pandemic.
To the management whose relentless
effort and commitment in
maintaining the Bank afloat, you all
deserve great recognition for it. And
most importantly to our clients, for
your unparalleled support and trust.
We will remain steadfast and diligent
in providing you excellent service.

JOSE MISAEL B. MORALEDA
President / CEO



FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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2020 2019 2018

PROFITABILITY

Total Net Interest Income
153.72M 143.54M 130.57M

Total Non-Interest Income
15.49M 27.00M 31.98M

Total Non-Interest Expenses
153.23M 147.07M 132.04M

Pre-Provision Profit
15.99M 23.46M 30.50M

Provision for Credit and Impairment Losses
5.25M 0.00M 12.40M

Net Income 7.72M 16.71M 12.96M

BALANCE SHEET

Liquid Assets
375.48M 380.46M 315.20M

Gross Loans
1,074.69M 1,079.04M 877.82M

Allowance for Credit Losses
32.94M 27.70M 34.12M

Total Assets
1,703.60M 1,707.01M 1,392.30M

Deposits
1,184.95M 1,086.00M 894.50M

Total Equity
290.31M 300.98M 291.02M

RATIOS

Return on Equity
2.61% 5.78% 4.55%

Return on Assets
0.45% 1.11% 1.02%

Tier 1 Capital Ratio
13.57% 14.25% 17.31%

CAPITAL ADEQUACY RATIO
16.06% 15.26% 18.51%

PER COMMON SHARE

Net Income per Share

Basic 1.60 5.77 7.51

Diluted 1.34 4.58 5.96

Book Value Per Share 139.86 148.35 142.58

OTHERS

Cash Dividend Declared 4.81M 6.75M -

Headcount 268 274 246



FINANCIAL CONDITION AND 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION

It was a challenging year not just for the Philippine Banking Industry but

also for the global financial market due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It

has become the goal of Camalig Bank to make the Bank resilient and

agile during this time of crisis. Hence, as part of its effort to realize this

goal, the Bank came up and implemented the following:

Resiliency Strategy Playbook. Strategic

map was recalibrated in order to guide the

Bank in navigating the present rough road.

The Bank will not lose sight of its strategic

goals despite the anxieties and challenges.

The playbook orients and responds to the

following:

1. Prioritize – Urgent creation of a level of

stability and reduce unnecessary

uncertainty during crisis

2. Train – to future-proof the organization –

what skills must become evenly

distributed across the organization

3. Transform – How must the organization

change in a post-COVID world

COVID-19 Workplace Guide. The 

Bank is committed in providing and 

maintaining a healthy and safe working 

environment to its employees, clients, 

contractors and visitors. This guideline is in 

conjunction with the Bank’s Occupational 

Safety and Health Policy and Program, is 

specific to the Bank’s workplace and 

identifies all areas and job tasks with 

potential exposures to COVID-19, and 

includes control measures to eliminate or 

reduce such exposures.



FINANCIAL CONDITION AND 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
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The Bank’s Total Assets stood at 1.704 billion. The slight dip of 0.20% from the

previous year can be attributed to the contraction of the Loan Portfolio,

deliberate cut back on Bills Payable, and provision to increase the allowance

for credit losses.

Contraction of the Banks lending activity was immediately felt right after the

first COVID-19 lockdown and after experiencing a very promising growth

during the first quarter.

Bills Payable, down by 53% from previous year, was deliberately cut down to

manage borrowing costs and liquidity position vis-a-vis the slowdown in the

funding requirements for the Bank’s lending operations. This was also part of

the Bank’s decision to recalibrate targets, allocate funds for a healthy loan

portfolio and essential costs and investments while monitoring and ensuring a

healthy liquidity position and reserves.

Significant changes on the Bank’s Audited Financial Statement from previous

year is impacted by full compliance with accounting standards such as PFRS

16-Leases and PAS19R- Retirement Benefits. The effect of these accounting

standards increased the Bank’s total assets and liabilities by P30.84M and

P45.60M respectively, and decreased equity of 14.75M for the year ended

December 31, 2020.

For the year 2020, the Bank has set aside P5.24M worth of allowance for losses

based on the Bank’s Loan Loss Methodology computation. This is in line with

the Bank’s commitment to adequately provide for its non-performing financial

assets and to safeguard its capital position that is capable of withstanding or

absorbing financial and economic shocks posed by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Year-end CAR stood at 16.06%. The increase is due to the higher net qualifying

capital for 2020 despite the slight decline in the equity due to recognition of

additional allowance for credit losses and compliance to the PFRS 16 and PAS

19.



FINANCIAL CONDITION AND 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
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LOANS

The Bank’s Net Loans Portfolio stood at 1.04 billion. There was a dip of 0.91%

compared to the previous year resulting to a major variance from the target

set at the start of the year.

Outlook and targets were very optimistic for the lending activity of the Bank. In

fact, the Bank was able to post a remarkable 27% year on year increase on

Interest Income from Loans for the first quarter. This was, however, tempered

and recalibrated when the challenges and impact of the restrictions brought

by community lockdowns became quickly evident. The Bank adjusted to ride

the waves of the crisis, by ensuring that at least the same level of loan portfolio

is maintained. With this, the Bank managed to realize a modest growth in Net

Interest Income by 7%. This translated to a 13.29% increase on Interest income

on loans at the end of the year.

The Bank’s Net Loans Portfolio comprises sixty-one percent (61%) of the Bank’s

Total Assets. Loans to SME increased by 10% as the Bank continued to support

small businesses in the community especially those that strongly manifested

resiliency in adopting to changes. As a smaller sized bank with regional

presence, the Bank positioned itself to act nimble to adapt and help provide

support for the immediate recovery of small businesses in the local community.

On the other hand, exposure to Agri Loans declined by 35% in current loans

and increased by 7% in past due (or a net decline of 28%) due to the

simultaneous challenges brought by the Asian Swine Flu during the first quarter,

the restrictions of movement of farm produce during the community

lockdowns and destruction wrought by the Super Typhoons Rolly, Ulysses, and

Quinta in the Bicol Region. It is worth mentioning that 55% of the decline in the

Agri Loan Portfolio was abated and made up by the Bank’s new loan

products such as the TeknoLOAN, PowerLOAN and AppLOAN.

Past Due further decreased from 4.71% to 4.36% based on a 7.74% decrease in

past due amount from previous year. This is a superior past due ratio

compared to the RB industry which posted an average past due ratio of

17.49% as of December 31, 2020. Nonetheless, the Bank cannot be

complacent and blur out the real effect of unpaid loans that, if left

unmanaged, might make a huge impact on the Bank’s present asset quality.

The Bank has to strictly monitor and manage the potential risks of credit

defaults and credit abandonment due to changed characters of borrowers

as they, too, try to cope or take advantage of the altered environment.

The Bank maintained a Zero DOSRI Loan.



FINANCIAL CONDITION AND 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
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DEPOSITS

Total Deposits stood at 1.18 billion, an increase of 99 million or 9%
from previous year. This is supported by a 30% increase in Current
Account and 7% increase in Savings / Time Deposits.

Average deposit size is at 23 thousand manifesting the role that the
Bank plays in generating retail deposits in line with the national
quest for financial inclusion.

INCOME AND EXPENSE

Gross Income increased by 4.6%. This is below the target set at the
start of the year. This can be correlated to the contraction of the
Bank’s loan portfolio as 92% of the Bank’s income is generated from
this.

Total expenses increased by 11% despite concrete steps to
manage cost structure or trim costs ahead of the curve. This is due
to the decision to recognize the following in its books: (1)
allowance for credit losses based on the Bank’s Loan Loss
Methodology; (2) lease liabilities recorded under right-of-use of
depreciation expenses based on application of PFRS 16;
(3)retirement benefit obligation as calculated by an independent
actuarial company in line with PAS 19r.



FINANCIAL CONDITION AND 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
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BRANCH BANKING

Financial access has been provided to the underserved rural
communities in the six provinces of the Bicol Region. Strategically
located in various key cities and municipalities, Camalig Bank’s 16
branches and 5 Branch Lite Units have enabled the Bank’s clients
to transact and avail of the products and services throughout the
year.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Preparations for the move to the cloud were initiated through the
conduct of Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing and
security network assessments. Evaluation of cloud banking system
providers were also performed. The results of these appraisals have
become the framework for improving the overall IT infrastructure
and establishing a foundation of support to the Bank’s identified
organizational needs for a safe computing environment, right tools
to get the jobs done and digital applications and touchpoints.

Specific Business Continuity Plan for IT Operations was strengthened

and implemented. IT Solutions and support to the organization was
improved especially when it comes to automating manual and
tedious processes.



FINANCIAL CONDITION AND 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
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HUMAN RESOURCES

People remain the most valuable asset of the Bank. As of
December 31, 2020 the Bank had a manpower complement of 268
employees composed of 38 Officers and 230 Staff.

Attrition rate went down to 9%, as follows:

The Bank steered its people to adopt to the challenges brought by
the pandemic by swiftly implementing a recalibrated Wokplace
Health and Safety Guide based on the priority of promoting health
and safety of people and clients.

As part of the Bank’s ongoing effort to respond effectively to the
rapidly evolving pandemic, the Bank immediately activated its

Crisis Management Team. Monitoring, assessment and response to
different areas of the Bank’s operation were heightened to ensure
that decisions remain prudent especially on matters that might
have a long-term negative impact to the organization.

YEAR VOLUNTARY
NON-

VOLUNTARY
AVERAGE

2020 21 3 9%

2019 40 17 22%

2018 31 11 17%



FINANCIAL CONDITION AND 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
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HUMAN RESOURCES

cont’d.

A directive has been issued to combat disinformation and promote
the Bank’s identified official sources of information for the COVID-19
pandemic. Timely and accurate information was identified as a
critical part of the Bank’s response to the pandemic, thus
communication channels were strengthened which included
regular issuance of Bulletins. Responses to any impending
scenarios or developments are promptly discussed and addressed
which follows the Bank’s chain of command and established
communication strategy.

Physical meetings, gatherings, trainings and seminars were
switched to virtual activities using a secure digital or online
platform. An E-Learning Program was quickly formulated to ensure
that training and development will not be hindered.



RISK MANAGEMENT 

FRAMEWORK
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Culture and Philosophy

Everyone in the Bank is a risk owner and has a responsibility of
compliance. Camalig Bank ensures that it takes an effective
approach to risk management, ensuring that risks are identified,
evaluated, controlled and mitigated in light of the potential
impact to the Bank and its strategic direction.

Appetite and strategy

Camalig Bank focuses on risks that would have a significant
impact on its resiliency strategy map, as follows: 1) financial
resilience; 2) operational resilience; 3) value proposition that is
inclusive, mobile, prompt, accessible and convenient; and, 4)
business integrity.

Risk strategy, policies, appetite and limits are approved,
reviewed and under the oversight of the Board. The Board has
established minimum and maximum thresholds that serve as a
guide for measuring different risks, tolerance levels, reviewing
other key financial information and developing strategies to
manage the Bank’s assets and liabilities. These are contained in
the Board-approved Camalig Bank Asset Liability Management
(CALM) program. Specific guidelines are established for specific
risks to provide clarity and ascertain effective implementation of
the process owners at the transaction and business levels.



RISK MANAGEMENT
Cont’d.
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Governance Structure and Risk Management

The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for the
establishment and oversight of the Bank’s risk management
framework.

The Risk Management Committee is responsible for monitoring
compliance with Bank's risk management policies and
procedures and for reviewing the adequacy of the risk
management framework in relation to the risks faced by the
Bank.

The Bank's Audit Committee is assisted in these functions by the
Intemal Audit Department. The Corporate Governance and
Compensation Committee assist the Board in fulfilling its
corporate governance responsibilities as well as evaluate and
recommend compensation, payscale, title structure, fees and
other benefits of the Bank’s personnel including officers and
directors.

The Compliance and Risk Management Department undertake
both regular and ad-hoc reviews of risk management controls
and procedures, the result of which are reported to the Risk
Management / Audit Committee and/or directly to the Board.



RISK MANAGEMENT
Cont’d.
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Camalig Bank’s risk management structure is designed where

roles and responsibilities are defined based on key function

areas on the oversight of risk. It is comprised of the Board of

Directors, Board-level committees, key management positions

and committees created and categorized into areas of

operation and responsibilities to ensure detailed governance of

different risk type.

The Board has established the Bank's assets, liability, credit and

operational risk committees at the management level, which

are responsible for developing and monitoring the Bank’s risk

management policies in their specific areas.

The Board requires and reviews specific reports and procedures

to ensure adherence with the CALM (Camalig Bank Asset and

Liability Management) Program and other identified risks. A

consolidated management report containing reports from main

business units is presented to the Board at the prescribed

frequency.

 

 

 



RISK MANAGEMENT
Cont’d.
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Risk Exposure

The main risk areas of oversight are credit risk, liquidity risk, interest/market

risk and operational risk to include IT risk, information security and data

protection risks, consumer and reputational risks.

The CAR and Liquidity position remained strong amidst the impact of the

pandemic to the Bank’s operations, the ratios of which are still higher than

the required minimum regulatory ratios. The Bank's approach to managing

liquidity is to ensure, as far as possible, that it will always have sufficient

liquidity to meet its liabilities when due, under both normal and stressed

conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses or risking damage to the

Bank's reputation.

Camalig Bank closely monitors the movements of interest rates in the

market and reviews its asset and liability structure to ensure that exposures

to fluctuations in interest rates are kept within acceptable limits. This comes

in the form of proper matching of asset and liability products in terms of

tenor, yield and interest rate sensitivity.

The overall credit risk management structure is spearheaded by the Credit

Department with strong support in terms of independent validation and

scoring of the Credit Risk Unit positioned in the Independent Group (Risk

Management Unit). Credit policy formulation, product development of

credit facilities, approving structure, limits on exposures, concentration,

authorization and exceptions, proactive and remedial management and

provisioning requirements form part of the overall credit risk management

framework apart from the strict monitoring of the implementation of the

Bank policies and processes on credit.

A strong capital base, financially resilient operation and supported by

good governance make a sound foundation in managing operational

risks so as to balance the avoidance of financial losses and damage to

the Bank's reputation with overall cost effectiveness and to avoid control

procedures that restrict initiative and creativity. Camalig Bank targets

operational resiliency through agile people, processes, tools and

technology, geared to significantly contribute to the community, trade,

employment and progress.



ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING 

GOVERNANCE
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Camalig Bank has established and implements an AML Program containing

among others the following salient provisions: defined duties and

responsibilities of all Camalig Bankers, customer identification and due

diligence process and monitoring of customer activities, reporting system for

covered and suspicious transactions, record-keeping and retention

guidelines and disposal procedures and AMLA training program. Digitization

of customer records is targeted to be completed at the prescribed latest

deadline. The Bank takes into account risk assessments on the money

laundering landscape of the country including AMLC programs and

initiatives as part of its ongoing risk assessment at its level. Independent

review and testing on the Bank’s AML compliance is regularly and prudently

implemented.

Customer Identification and Due Diligence. Policies are established to

properly guide process owners in ensuring the true identity of clients through

institution of proper validation procedures and collection of information

necessary for risk classification and appropriate profiling. Depending on the

classification of risk as a result of evaluation, corresponding due diligence

level is implemented. Monitoring of clients and transactions do not end

upon on-boarding but on a continuous basis, taking into consideration

sudden changes in the transaction patterns as well as external information

gathered as regards the reputation and activities of the client in the course

of the business relationship with the Bank.

Reporting of Covered and Suspicious Transactions. Reporting system for

covered and suspicious transactions (CTR and STR) necessitates intervention

of business units at the transactional level. Prescribed timeline is set for the

timely submission of CTR and/or STR which passes through two-tiered

checking prior to uploading to the AMLC portal by the Compliance Unit.

Record Keeping and Retention. Safekeeping of records and documents of

clients and transactions is a responsibility of each business unit. The Bank is

obligated to safely maintain and store these for five years from date of

transaction. This includes applicable transaction records in digitized format.

Trainings. Camalig Bank requires new hires to undergo AML training which

forms part of the Orientation Seminar on Banking. It is also included in the

Supervisory Training Program modules. The Compliance Unit ensures that

training materials are regularly reviewed and updated.



CORPORATE 

GOVERNANCE
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Guiding Principles

Camalig Bank looks at the overall corporate culture and discipline

that promotes business integrity as the core value. The corporate

governance process is customized to keep pace with the changing

times while remaining faithful to its core values and governance

principles, revolving around a system that directs and controls the

Bank, ensures that it operates ethically, fairly, complies with the laws

and regulations and remains relevant and sustainable.

Maintaining a healthy corporate governance culture is imperative

where the retention of public confidence remains of utmost

importance in Camalig Bank. This is steered by four driving principles.

Stewardship

STEWARDSHIP spells the principle of “accountability” as one of the

primary goals of the Bank when developing policies and procedures

and in the conduct of operation. The Bank adheres to the principle of

accountability not as something that should repress talents, creativity

and plain conformance to rules and regulations but as a

commitment to make best use of one’s capacities and achieve

excellence. Being accountable is not being in control but a

balanced sharing of opportunity that is beneficial to all involved.



CORPORATE 

GOVERNANCE
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Straightforwardness

STRAIGHTFORWARDNESS in all Bank dealings promotes transparency.

The Bank views this as a gateway to earning credibility and public

trust. In the age of technological advancement where numerous

virtual platforms are available for free expression and disclosure of

information, transparency is actually part of managing and shaping

one’s point of view and not the other way around or having to

answer and defend against others’ point of view. Through

transparency the Bank aims to build trust within its operational

environment and ecosystem for its long-term success.

Sustainability

Camalig Bank recognizes that thinking in terms of sustainability hand

in hand with social responsibility makes good business sense and

strategy. By embracing and being open to new ideas, technologies

and methods where the needs of the present and future generations

are properly considered if not fulfilled, the Bank’s business operation

shall be driven towards continuous improvement and excellence.

Agility

AGILITY is the ability to think, understand, move and adopt quickly

and efficiently amidst changing environment, perspectives and

strategies. Agility is manifested from the governance perspective to

the internal and client value proposition perspectives as a main

factor in ensuring that the Bank is able to address current constraints,

recalibrate, reinvent, and even cannibalize its business models to

achieve sustainable competitive advantage



BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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COMPOSITION

The Bank’s Board of Directors is comprised of nine (9)
members who are elected by the Bank’s stockholders
entitled to vote at its annual stockholders’ meeting.

The Corporate Governance and Compensation
Committee reviews and assess the structure, size and
composition of the Board annually. It encourages the
formal, fair and transparent selection of a mix of
competent directors in accordance with its Policy on
Diversity, each of whom can add value and create
independent judgement as to the formulation of sound
corporate strategist and policies.

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

The Chairman of the Board presides at all board meetings
and ensures that meetings are held in accordance with the
Bank’s by-laws. He provides leadership in the board, and
assists in ensuring compliance with the Bank’s corporate
governance guidelines. He maintains qualitative and
timely communication lines between the board and the
management. He also ensures that the board maintains a
sound decision-making process.
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Name
Type of 

Directorship

No. of 

years 

served as 

Director

Number of 

Direct 

Shares 

Held*

Number of 

Indirect 

Shares Held

Percentage of 

Shares against 

Outstanding 

Shares of the 

Bank

Jose Misael B. 

Moraleda
Executive 5.5 327,164 1 15%

Geraldine P. 

Moraleda
Executive 5.5 231,077 11%

Martin Faustino B. 

Moraleda, M.D.

Non-

executive
5.5 324,381 15%

Josefina B. Valer, 

M.D.

Non-

executive
5.5 5,332 0%

Ana Maria B. 

Moraleda

Non-

executive
5.5 324,373 15%

Atty. Ferdinand M. 

Casis+
Independent 5.5 1 0%

Atty. Andres David 

M. Bolinas

Non-

executive
5.5 1 0%

Rogelio A. Encinas, 

CPA
Independent 4.25 1 0%

Fr. Jose Victor E. 

Lobrigo
Independent 2.67 1 0%

RESPONSIBILITY

The Board is responsible for ratifying decisions, monitoring and
overseeing management action and performance. The
Board has the duty to act for the Bank and in accordance

with their best judgment. The Board is responsible for
approving and overseeing the Bank’s strategic objectives,
risk strategy, corporate governance, and corporate values.
The Board shall foster the long-term success of the Bank, and
to sustain its competitiveness and profitability.

BOARD DIVERSITY

The Bank encourages having a diverse Board that would
promote a healthy mix of ideas and perspectives towards
the common goal of maintaining sound corporate
governance.



BOARD QUALIFICATIONS

Martin Faustino B. Moraleda, MD
Filipino, 57 years old
Previous affiliation: Lourdes Hospital
Concurrent directorship/officership: Ammin Holdings, Inc.; 
FC Moraleda Corp.; Sacred Heart Clinic Legazpi City, Inc.; 
Estevez Memorial Hospital; Bicol Regional Training and 
Teaching Hospital

Atty. Andres David M. Bolinas
Filipino, 47 years old
Previous affiliation: Air Philippines Corp.; Lafarge Iligan, 
Inc.; Lafarge Mindanao, Inc. 
Concurrent directorship/officership: Republic Cement 
Land & Resources, Inc.; Republic Cement Mindanao, 
Inc.; Republic Cement Iligan, Inc.; PVLB, Inc.

Jose Misael B. Moraleda
Filipino, 55 years old
Previous affiliation: Social Action Center – Archdiocese of 
Legazpi; Albay Chamber of Commerce and Industry; 
Friedrich Naumann Stiftung, SEAFDA
Concurrent directorship/officership: Ammin Holdings, Inc.; 
FC Moraleda Corp.; Ayuda de Manos, Inc.; Sacred Heart 
Clinic Legazpi City, Inc.; Rural Bankers Research & 
Development Foundation, Inc.; Camalig Bank Foundation; 
PVLB, Inc., Albay Power Energy Corporation

Geraldine P. Moraleda
Filipino, 51 years old
Previous affiliation: Ateneo Center for Social Policy & 
Public Affairs; Philippine Business for Social Progress; Urban 
Bank
Concurrent directorship/officership: Ayuda de Manos, 
Inc. 

Josefina B. Valer, MD
Filipino, 61 years old
Previous affiliation: JP Rizal Hospital
Concurrent directorship/officership: Lagonoy National 
High School
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BOARD QUALIFICATIONS

Ana Maria B. Moraleda
Filipino, 53 years old
Previous affiliation: Fort Bonifacio Development Corp.; The 
Manor, Camp John Hay; Fil-Estate Group of Companies; 

Mareco Broadcasting Network
Concurrent directorship/officership: Ammin Holdings, Inc.; 
FC Moraleda Corp.; PVLB, Inc.; Philippine Transmarine 
Carriers, Inc.

Fr. Jose Victor E. Lobrigo
Filipino, 55 years old
Previous affiliation: Social Action Center – Archdiocese of Legazpi; 
SEDP-Simbag sa Pag-Asenso; National Electrification Administration; 
Concurrent directorship/officership: Evangelion Foundation; Bicol 
Consortium for Development Initiatives; Microfinance Council of the 
Philippines; National Microfinance Regulatory Council; SEDP 
Multipurpose Cooperative; SEDP- Simbag sa Pag-Asenso

Rogelio A. Encinas, CPA
Filipino, 70 years old
Previous affiliation: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas

Atty. Ferdinand M. Casis +
Filipino, 61 years old
Previous affiliation: NEC Multipurpose Cooperative; Department 
of Agrarian Reform
Concurrent directorship/officership: Sentro ng Alternatibong
Lingap Panlegal; National Confederation of Cooperatives; K-
Cooperative

+ Atty. Ferdinand M. Casis passed away on November 2020
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Board and Senior Managerment

Administration

Camalig Bank chooses individuals with sufficient Banking knowledge to serve
as members of the Board and senior management through a critical
nomination process, following a set of criteria and qualifications, to ensure
that they are fit and proper for the position. Specialized skill set and
professional background are also considered to meet intricacies and
challenges of the Bank’s operations such as but not limited to technology-
based initiatives and advancements. The Bank endeavours to comply with

the fit and proper rule set forth by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.

Each new member of the board is required to undergo an orientation and a
corporate governance seminar within three (3) months from date of election/
appointment. To maintain a current and effective board, all members are
encouraged to attend at least one (1) training or seminar relevant to the
Banking operation per year. Nonetheless, this does not preclude the Training
Department to provide more venues for training and continuing education to
the Board and senior management taking into consideration the availability
of virtual or e-learning platforms which forms part of the overall training
program.

Camalig Bank’s Corporate Governance Manual provides the succession
procedures in cases of planned and unplanned separation of a BOD
member. The policy and procedures are subject for review annually. The
regular term of a director shall be for one (1) year from the date of his/her
election to the succeeding regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Bank or until his/her successor shall have been elected and qualified to take
his/her place at said annual meeting. Term limits for independent directors is
adopted as prescribed by the BSP and SEC. The average age of the current
Board of Directors is only 56. The retirement age of the Board is at 80 but this
will not preclude the Bank to consider cases where a member of the Board
goes beyond the retirement age but can still actively participate and
contribute to the Bank’s administration. For senior management, the

retirement age is 55 and late retirement is subject to approval of the Board.

Compensation, which may be in various forms, is fixed by a Board resolution,
pursuant to the Bank’s By-Laws that state, “By resolution of the Board, each
director shall be entitled to receive from the Bank, fees and other
compensation for his services as director taking into proper consideration the
responsibilities and scope of work required for the Bank's size. However, the
total yearly compensation of the directors shall not be more than ten (10%) of
the net income before income tax of the corporation during the preceding
year.” The Executive Directors who are also officers receive remunerations as
officer and not as director. Remuneration of officers follows the Bank’s pay
structure as approved by the Board.
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Board Committee Meetings

Name of Directors

Corporate 

Governance and

Compensation

Committee 

No. of Meetings

Audit Committee

No. of Meetings

Risk Management 

Committee

No. of Meetings

Attended % Attended % Attended %

1
Jose Misael B. 

Moraleda

2
Geraldine P. 

Moraleda

3
Martin Faustino B. 

Moraleda, M.D.
4 100%

4 Josefina B. Valer, M.D.

5
Ana Maria B. 

Moraleda

6
Atty. Ferdinand M. 

Casis
9 100% 4 83%

7
Atty. Andres David M. 

Bolinas
4 80% 9 100%

8
Rogelio A. Encinas, 

CPA
5 100% 9 100%

9
Fr. Jose Victor E. 

Lobrigo
5 100% 4 100%

Total Number of Meetings 

Held During the Year*
5 9 4

*actual meeting as Board committee, the rest of the meetings were conducted in an En Banc session

Name of Directors
Board 

No. of Meetings

Attended %

1 Jose Misael B. Moraleda 13 100%

2 Geraldine P. Moraleda 13 100%

3 Martin Faustino B. Moraleda, M.D. 13 100%

4 Josefina B. Valer, M.D. 13 100%

5 Ana Maria B. Moraleda 12 100%

6 Atty. Andres David M. Bolinas 13 100%

7 Atty. Ferdinand M. Casis+ 11 85%

8 Rogelio A. Encinas, CPA 13 100%

9 Fr. Jose Victor E. Lobrigo 13 100%

Total Number of Meetings Held During the 

Year
13

+ November 13, 2020

Board of Directors Meetings
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The Board implements and accomplishes an annual self-rating system

that measures the performance of the board and the senior

management.

A Balanced Scorecard takes into account the following perspectives

aligned with the Bank’s Resiliency Strategy Map:

The Balanced Scorecard framework imparts how the Bank manages,

measures and implements both the high-level strategy and low-level

processes to reach its goals using the framework. It helps the Bank in

choosing the right things to measure to reach its goals.

Camalig Bank aims to recruit, maintain, and motivate a group of highly

productive individuals. It also aims to keep and nurture energized leaders

and the right people who are passionate, professional and share the

same values with the Bank. On this ground, the Bank is committed to

extend salaries that are equitable, commensurate and competitive.

Performance, of both the individual and the Bank, is the foundation for

all the Bank’s compensation policies. Essentially, the compensation

mechanism of the Bank involves the following objectives:
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Reward performance according to merit

This involves recognizing and rewarding personal achievement of

institutional and individual goals.

Establish and maintain internal consistency and equity
within each business unit/office/department

The position evaluation and salary administration policies ensure

that the Camalig Bankers who perform their functions exceptionally

(i.e. substantially equal in responsibility, personal demands and

expertise) are given commensurate pay levels.

Maintain a competitive position within the marketplace

This is accomplished through participation in market surveys and

other sampling techniques reflecting compensation practices

among leading Banks, comparable companies, and other similar

organizations.

Costs according to the Bank’s budget

The Bank recognizes the vital role of a well-structured salary

program. Individual excellence and innovation is highly

encouraged. As such, basic compensation policies and procedures

are implemented to ensure that Camalig Bankers are fairly and

consistently rewarded according to individual performance.

All Camalig Bankers are required to submit their Performance

Appraisal Report every September of each year including its senior

officers. This is one of the basis for promotion and merit increase. For

Senior Officers and highly compensated management officers, the

promotion and remuneration is duly approved by the Bank’s Board

of Directors based on the Bank’s payscale.

All personnel including the senior management are highly

encouraged to undergo further education or attend to at least one

training every year.
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INDEPENDENCE

BOD AUDIT COMMITTEE

The Bank had three (3) non-executive independent directors towards the

beginning of 2020 but ended at two (2) in December of the same year

due to the untimely demise of one of the Independent Directors. They are

selected based on their ability to exercise impartiality and sound

judgment which are independent from the views of senior management.

The selection and appointment of the Audit Committee members

including its Chairman rest with the Board in accordance with existing

rules and regulations.

The Audit Committee chairman and members are knowledgeable in

accounting, auditing and financial management expertise and

experience commensurate to the Bank’s size, complexity of operations

and risk profile. Among the duties and responsibilities of the Audit

Committee are: oversight of the financial reporting and disclosures,

oversight of the internal audit function including monitoring and

evaluation of the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control

system and oversight of the external audit function.

The Bank adheres to the regulatory requirement of having a minimum

number of independent directors. In selecting independent directors, the

number and types of entities where the candidate is likewise elected as

such, shall be considered to ensure that he/she will be able to devote

sufficient time to effectively carry out his/her duties and responsibilities.

Independence of a director shall also mean being able to exercise

impartiality and sound judgment which are independent from the views of

senior management.
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COMPLIANCE

The Bank’s Compliance Unit designs and implements the Bank’s

Compliance System and spearheads the implementation of the Bank’s AML

Program. It reports directly to the Corporate Governance and

Compensation Committee and Risk Management Committee and,

whenever necessary, to the Audit Committee and the Board en banc.

Independent of the business activities of the Bank, the compliance function

includes: evaluation of risk factors relative to the Bank’s compliance

obligations, identifying laws and regulations including analysis and

assessment of risks for non-compliance, adopting controls in achieving

regulatory requirements such as engaging and maintaining constructive

relationships with regulators to ensure that relevant issues are addressed,

ensure a clear and open communication process within the Bank to

disseminate and address compliance matters, monitoring and testing

compliance and reporting compliance issues and concerns to the

appropriate Board-level committee and senior management.

Camalig Bank’s Resiliency Strategy Map’s key areas and action points for

compliance, risk, audit and crisis preparedness focus on control structure,

risk assessment standards and controls, training and communications,

monitoring, auditing and response.

INTERNAL AUDIT

The Internal Audit Department implements the Bank’s Audit Program. It

reports directly to the Audit Committee. The adequacy and effectiveness

of the Bank’s internal control system is periodically reviewed and changes

are recommended, if any, by the Department Head.
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DIVIDEND POLICY

The Bank is compelled to declare dividends when its retained earnings

shall be in excess of 100% of its paid-in capital, except when the Bank is

prohibited by the BSP or any FI / creditor to do so without consent; or

when such retention is necessary for special circumstances, such as the

need for special reserves; or when justified by definite and approved

corporate expansion projects or programs. In 2020, no dividends were

declared for the common shares. However, dividends were distributed for

the preferred shares.

DATA PRIVACY

Camalig Bank’s Data Privacy Officer / Information Security Officer

oversees and manages the implementation of policies and processes on

privacy and security of information handled by the Bank in compliance

with the requirements of Republic Act No. 10173, also known as the Data

Privacy Act (DPA). The Bank actively conducts Risk Awareness Campaign

on data privacy and information security to heighten risk consciousness

as a matter of responsibility of each personnel and prevent incidences

posing risk to data privacy and information security.
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Related Party Transactions

All transactions that give rise to credit, counterparty risks and those that

could pose material risks or potential abuse to the Bank and its stakeholders

are considered and covered by the Bank’s Related Party Transaction (RPT)

Policy.

Camalig Bank strictly implements its RPT Policy to avoid or mitigate risks of

conflict of interest and abuse that are disadvantageous to the Bank and its

depositors, creditors and stakeholders. Bank officers or employees who are

related to the transacting party are required to abstain from the discussion,

approval, and management of the transaction. Directors and officers with

personal interest or control in the transaction abstain from the discussion,

approval, and management of the transaction, to include physically

stepping out from the discussion in case of physical set-up of meetings.

Board meeting minutes of the discussion and approval of the transaction

expressly indicate that a related party who is a director or officer of the

Bank has not participated in the discussion and approval of the related

party transaction. Levels of approval are established for related party

transactions covering the nature and scope of the transaction and the

amount involved.

There is no material related party transaction for the year ending 2020.
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CONSUMER PROTECTION

Designed in support of the Bank’s risk management structure and

compliance program, Camalig Bank adheres to the highest

standards of customer protection using its program as the right arm in

bolstering relationship with the stakeholders. Clients are provided with

the following entitlements as consumers:

a. Right to information. Information on the Bank’s products and
services shall be clear and honest. This shall include features,

terms and conditions, benefits that can be derived and even

disadvantages to help a client make an informed decision.

b. Right to choose. Choices, if any, shall be laid out to clients.

c. Right to redress. The Bank shall rectify and apologize to errors or

mistakes committed by its personnel and whenever necessary,

shall reverse, pay, reimburse any erroneous charges that may

have occurred.

d. Right to education. The Bank shall ensure proper and
adequate education of its clients when it comes to their

responsibilities, features, terms, systems, procedures and inherent

risks of its Bank products and services.

With the primary objective of reducing regulatory violations while

protecting consumers from non-compliance and associated harms

or loss, the Bank strictly follows the defined roles and responsibilities in

the organization. The Consumer Protection Unit which is positioned

under the Corporate Affairs Department, is responsible for addressing

and managing the Bank’s customer protection compliance.

The effectivity of the Bank’s risk management program encapsulated 

in the financial consumer protection program is tested at the onset of 

the identified risk before it morphs into a serious offense. Through the 

Bank’s risk grid, reporting and handling of concerns are guided 

accordingly based on the corresponding risk rating.
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Consumer Protection 

Organizational Structure

Consumer Protection’s Thrusts 

Transparent 

Sending of acknowledgment to client complaints thru a letter,

email, chat reply (FB messenger). Providing our clients timeline of

resolution and disclosure/updates on the status of complaints.

Accessible 

Clients can send complaints thru the Bank website, official email of

the Consumer Protection Unit, social media account, hotline

number, or by visiting the concerned branch (walk-in).

Prompt 

Attending to Client complaints to resolve the concern. The Bank

has a specific process timeline in complaints handling and

resolution depending on the nature of complaints.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

The Camalig Bank Foundation has actively spearheaded the

following activities/programs:

- Camalig Bank Foundation has a total of 28 current scholars

from the different state colleges in Bicol under its scholarship

program.

- These scholars were provided with desktop computers and

laptops to supplement their learning necessities in the new

normal system especially that the educational system has

shifted into distance learning methods.

- Donated reading materials and educational toys for the

barangay library project initiated by the Pag-Asa National

High School.

- Conducted 2 waves of relief operations in selected barangays

of the 1st and 3rd Districts of Albay who were greatly affected

by the consecutive typhoons that hit the region. A total of 580

beneficiaries have received donated items from the relief

efforts of the foundation.

Donated four (4) inkjet printers to four public schools as support for

the implemented distance learning approach.



CORPORATE 

INFORMATION

Organizational Structure

The Bank management believes that its organizational structure should

enhance rightsizing, promote decentralization of duties, streamline cross-

functional teams, improve career-path identification and

implementation and reinforce internal housekeeping programs.

The Bank’s present organizational structure shall remain flexible to

accommodate any adjustments to enhance the Bank’s chances of

achieving its established goals and objectives.

Corporate Office

The Corporate Office acts as the headquarters of the Bank where

important functions are coordinated for the overall success of the

organization. It plays a major role in the following areas of Bank

management and/or operation: (1)Promoting good corporate

governance across the organization; (2) Harnessing economy of scale

through the balance of efficiency and effectiveness; (3) Driving of the

Bank’s competitive advantage towards the achievement of business

goals; and (4) Delivering shared services for support and back-office

functions.

BOD

PRES/CEO

COO

DEPARTMENT HEADS

RELATIONSHIP 
MANAGEMENT 

GROUP

PRODUCT AND 
SERVICES 

MANAGEMENT GROUP

BRANCH 
BankING
GROUP

SUPPORT AND DELIVERY 
MANAGEMENT GROUP

INDEPENDENT 

GROUP
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COMPANY 

INFORMATION

Functional Groups

Camalig Bank’s organizational
structure is constantly reviewed to
be responsive to challenges and
opportunities and to support the
Bank’s size with due consideration
of its strategic direction while
upholding its principles of good
corporate governance.

The functional groups are

composed of business units led by
Unit / Department Heads directly
reporting to the Chief Operating
Officer, the latter to the President.
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PHYSICAL LOCATION

PROVINCE NO.

ALBAY 6

CATANDUANES 3

SORSOGON 4

MASBATE 2

CAMARINES SUR 5

CAMARINES NORTE 1



Officers and Officers-in-charge

Name Position

Jose Misael B. Moraleda President/Chief Executive Officer

Geraldine P. Moraleda Chief Operations Officer

Rosemarie O. Dado Head – Remedial and Assets 

Management Department

Josephine V. Dino Head – Information Technology 

Department

Johanna B. Monis Corporate Secretary / Head – Human 

Resource Management Department

Jo-Ann T. Pontanes Head – Compliance and Risk 

Management Department

Michael T. Fernandez Head – Finance Department

Ma. Celeste B. Moraleda Head – Corporate Affairs Department

Ma. Rosewin B. Napay Branch Manager – Tabaco City Office

Lhea R. Adra Head – Credit Department

Francis Y. Egar Branch Manager – Masbate City Office

Clarice M. Aragon Head – Internal Audit Department

Dominic A. Adra Assistant Manager – Head Office

Michelle G. Alvarez Branch Manager – Camalig Office

Kristian R. Belaguin Head - CCSU

Remedios D. Domo Manager – Head Office

Agnes M. De la Cruz Head – Training Development and 

Recruitment Unit

Cristopher A. Manalo Data Privacy Officer / Information Security 

Officer

Jonalyn L. Mirafuentes MRBN Special Assignment - Manager

Kathleen T. Muñoz Branch Manager – Virac Office

Ferdinand B. Baliuag Head- General Services Department
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Officers and officers-in-charge

Name Position

Mary Grace G. Laciste Branch Manager – Sorsogon City Office

Ma. Vithany T. Molet Branch Manager – San Andres Office

Majel Joy B. Oriarte Head - Marketing and Business Development 

Departments

Leizel M. Patacsil Executive Assistant to the CEO / Consumer 

Protection Officer

Djohanna T. Alcaide Branch Manager – Ocampo Office

Jannen E. Asaldo Branch Manager – Daraga Office Office

Michelle A. Colaway Branch Manager – Ragay Office

Marygem T. Cristobal Branch Manager – Legazpi Office

Hennan R. Huab Branch Manager – Bulan Office

Ann G. Loretcha HR Officer

Sheryl E. Macasinag Branch Manager – Irosin Office

Sheryll L. Navarro Cataingan Branch Lite Team Leader

Mary Ann A. Pante Branch Manager – Milaor Office

Ritzel N. Quitasol Head – Risk Management Unit

Marco Antonio C. Rivera Branch Manager – Daet Office

Joanne Beda A. Rosacay Branch Manager – Iriga City Office

Sheila M. Sesno Head - FPCU

Jeffrey F. Zamora Head - FIU

Jose M. Amaranto Security Officer / Consultant
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Major Stockholders

Name Nationality
Percentage of 

Stockholdings

Voting 

Status

Jose Misael B. 

Moraleda
Filipino 15% Current

Martin Faustino B. 

Moraleda
Filipino 15% Current

Ma. Celeste B. 

Moraleda
Filipino 15% Current

Ana Maria B. Moraleda Filipino 15% Current

Geraldine P. Moraleda Filipino 11% Current
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Deposit Products

Loan Products

Other Products and Services

CB Kalinga (Micro Insurance)
Philhealth Accredited Collecting 

Agent

ATM (powered by DBP) PesoNET

XenPay (APEC payment) Point-of-Sale Terminal (BDO, LBP)

Western Union
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RED ACCOUNT Basic Deposit Account

BB ACCOUNT OFW Account

BLUE ACCOUNT Regular Savings

LITTLE RAINBOW Kiddie Savings 

YELLOW ACCOUNT Pensioners Account

ORANGE ACCOUNT Special Savings

GOLD ACCOUNT Time Deposit

UV ACCOUNT Checking Account

REGULAR LOANS SPECIAL LOANS

AGRI LOAN LOANadan (vehicles)

GINTONG PUHUNAN TeknoLOAN (gadget, equipment)

ANGAT NEGOSYO AppLOAN (appliance)

BAYANING BAYANIHAN LOAN PowerLOAN (genset, solar)

GROUP SALARY LOANS Jewelry Loan 

HOUSING LOAN PureIT Loan (water purifier financing)
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